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Part Two of definitions of sur … 

 

Dedicated to the identity theft and misuse of my brother and brothers identities, identities  

Theme: sur … is now short for surveillance how society has been changed by moi. 

Theme 1: Where’s my badge and field office; uh, aren’t you using it the singular version, illegally. 

Who is you.  
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   His excessive time; sometimes seven hours past the mandated limit has forced me to put him under 

public arrest.  

  The rotation of especially but not just the cited: marine corps assigned to keep an eye on him while 

holding him under arrest, public in rotations: he greets as if they are his closest friends and while he 

steals their belongings and attempts to steal their identities. 

  Unfortunately in the culture of our society the term pussies [plural] does not refer only to cats.  

  Based on the fact that he is often accompanied by another man who might be hi- romantic partner; 

and who depicts himself as a woman and often stands for extended hours in the front of the women’s 

bathroom mirror; and they otherwise gather around bodies, especially bodies using public computers: 

moaning and masturbating; while the former goes to the bathroom in his pants and not due to a lack of 

access and-or medical emergencies but in a publicly admitted-form of anti-Semitism toward anybody 

“he feels” deserves so:  

   the stage of marked dining table kill of enacting combat is coming up.  

   But first on today’s specific surveillance routine: the couple is parked extended on public computers; 

as my shift of surveillance has started: the bodies in between them and beside them have emptied out: 

proving my arrest rotation point. Since any surveillance rotation has started there has been no 

movement from the enemy-combatants; I of course am receiving no salary for this work;  

  the “librarians” are still false efforting in their fake breezy methods, attempting to surround every 

body and not quite everbody [can you understand this in physical differentiation] in the vicinity they 

might want something from, in more historic illegal court-martial orders of yes civilians, too. You know, 

anything: they make-up, in the defense of the art of make-up won’t make them beautiful or at all.  

  If you ask, they’ll say it wasn’t it was the military and the police and the fire departments; but if you 

were a cited: C.I.A. official you would be suspect of such blamers. First of all, where’s the evidence; in 

times of escalated terrorism unholy in the form of identity theft this beauty believes  

[beauty : think knife sharp but old and cutting; and old doesn’t have to but could mean age, please 

refer to my recent fiction postings  if this is euphemistic meaning is oh so confusing on the actual 

meanings of such uh term] 

uniform even if it says: “M.C.” (cited) on it; hardly proves any actualized role.  

 


